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Pontecorvo B, E2-11160 

Lepton Charges and Lepton Mixing 

A review is given of theoretical and experimental investiga
tions of lepton charges and lepton mixing known to the author at 
the time of the Budapest Conference, July 1977. The following 
points are being discussed. Experimental limits on probabilities of 
processes violating the conservation of lepton numbers, neutrino 
stabllif:yj lepton mixing with two types of neutrinos: Majorana and 
Dirac neutrinos, the I' ... ey decay, neutrino oscillations; lepton mixing 
when there are N > 2 neutrino tapes; the Brookhaven solar neutrino 
experiment and th"e "solar neutrino puzzle"; heavy lepton mixing: 
the 1'->ey decay in a special model, parity nonconservation in heavy 
atoms, the I' -.a e decay, relation between neutrino oscillations and 
the 1' .. ey decay. An extensive list of theoretical papers wherein 
there are obtained "large" probabilities of processes like I' .. e y is 
presented, the papers being classified in 4 groups. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR, 

Prepr1Dt of the Jo1Dt Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1978 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

VVhen the question arose at the end of 197 6 
about giving a talk on lepton charges and on its contra
dictory notion, lepton mixing, at the Budapest EPS 
Conference, the situation \IVB.S quite different from 
what it is now. The number of relevant papers, 
experimental as well as theoretical, \IVB.S then very 
limited. We (wrongly) believed that theoretical work 
on possible neutrino oscillations and ~~r:e decay 
processes such as 11 .... ey , etc., \IVB.S conducted 
mainly at Dubna. However, during the first part of 
this year there \IVB.s a tremendous boom on lepton 
mixing. Neutrino oscillations and processes like 
f1 .... ey • etc., became quite f~~hignab!e (things 
which might not exist can be fashionalbe alright!). 
Thus, I am entirely unable now to give a full account 
of the very large number of theoretical papers on 
lepton mixing; I am too old for that, not to say that 
many of these papers are a too highbrow stuff for 
me. The interest to\IVB.rds the hypothesis- of lepton 
mixing is due to the fact that mixing arises quite 
naturally in modern theory. Most of the recent 
theoretical papers on lepton charge nonconservatiion, 
however, were triggered by unfounded rumours that 
at SIN in Zurich the decay 11 .... ey had been." 
observed with a branching ratio 

R f1 .... ey 
-9 -10 

r + -->e+ v v 
f1 e f1 
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As it happens, rumours may be useful. Our 
theoretical work in Dubna has a different origin and 
I am going to say a few words about it. On one 
hand, in our Institute S. Korenchenko and his collea
gues were searching experimentally for processes 
like /1 4 3 e , 11 -> e y , etc., and had designed the 
powerful facility ARES, with the help of which it 
will be possible to observe the /1 --. e Y decay, if 
R 11 _. ey 2: 1<J

11
• On the other hand, we were engaged 

in theoretical work on neutrino oscillations and 
within a scheme with two neutrinos only (and no 
other neutral leptons) it became clear that even in 
the presence of observable oscillations ve +--> v 

11 
, the 

11-> ey rate, which was calculated exactly at Dubna 
on the basis of the Weinberg-Salam theory with 
lepton mixing, must be fantastically small. At first . 
impression, then, the experimental investigations 
mentioned above would have little sense. However, 
we rejected dogmatic conclusions and tried to pro
vide theoretical support for experimentalists. The 
question was: under what circumstances can the 
11 -> e y decay rate, calculated in a unified gauge 

theory, be sufficiently large for the observation of 
the process? As it will be shown later, the existen
ce of sufficiently heavy leptons and lepton mixing 
do the job. For heavy neutral leptons, the formula 
for the f:1 ->e y rate happened to be ready from the 
case of two neutrinos, after neutrino masses are 
substituted by heavy neutral lepton masses. 

Coming back to the present paper, which is 
more biased towards experiment than theory and 
should be considered an invited paper much more 
than a rapporteur talk, its content is as follows. 
In the second paragraph there are summarized the 
more recent and relevant experimental limits on 
possible lepton charge non-conservation, obtained 
by measuring probabilities of various processes. 
In the third and fourth paragraphs the status of the 
lepton mixing theory in the case when the only 
neutral leptons are neutrinos . is reviewed, the main 

4 

points being the f:1 -> e y decay and neutrino oscilla
tions. The "solar neutrino puzzle" is discussed in 
the fifth paragraph. In the sixth paragraph the Dubna 
theoretical work on heavy lepton mixing, mentioned 
above, is exposed. A model of the p.-> ey andJ1->3e 
decays is given as an example of _9rastic~ effects 
of heavy lepton mixing, and the relation between 
processes like 11-> e y , etc., and neutrino oscillations 
is considered. Recent papers on lepton nonconser
vation effects are then classified in groups, the re
lated literature being presented extensively, if not 
fully. 

}{. EXPERIMENTAL LllVIITS ON 
PROBABILITIES OF PROCESSES 
VIOLATING ~HE CONSERVATION 
OF LEPTON NUMBERS 

1. Electron and Muon Lepton Numbers 

The lepton current in the standard weak inter
action theory is given by the expression 

J f ,. ( v y e L ) + ( i7 L y /1 L)' 
a eL a f:1 a (1) 

l+y 
where e ""--5 e .etc., are the left-handed components 

L 2 ' 
of the electron field, etc., ve (v ) are the electron 
(muon) neutrino field operator~. In agreement with 
experimental data, presented in Table I, expres
sion (1) clearly does conserve the additive electron 
lepton number (Le) and the muon lepton number (L ), 
that is lLe= canst., lL 11 = canst. ( ve and e- hate 
L e = 1 and L/1 =0, v

11 
and 11- have L/1 = 1 and 

Le = 0, antileptons ha.ve opposite values of lepton 
numbers). There are a few types of experiments in 
which lepton number conservation can be tested. 
In every experiment an attempt is made to discover 
a process in which lepton numbers are not conserv-

5 
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ed. In Table I there is listed a number of proces
ses which were looked for, but not discovered, and 
there is given the corresponding upper limit of the 
ratio W !./W II of the probabilities of a forbidden pro
cess {IJ and of a corresponding but allowed process 
(II). In Table I only-the-most recent-data are 
presented. They are relevant to the question of: 
a) possible none onservation of the electron lepton 
number, b) possible nonconservation of the muon 
lepton number, c) possible nonconservation of both 
lepton numbers, their sum being conserved and d) 
possible nonconservation of both lepton numbers. 

2. Neutrino Stability 

I shall present now the results of an analysis, 
which is a by product of high energy neutrino 
experiments. Gamma-rays from the hypothetical decay 
of neutrinos were searched for in the inclusive 
reaction: 

Neutrino ... y + X , (2) 

where X means anything, either known or unknown. 
The idea of the experiment is that photon induced 
e+ e- pairs pointing to the neutrino beam direction 
in large bubble chambers would be a good signature 
for the decay. Knovving the neutrino track length, 
which in high energy neutrino experiment is of the 
order of a few light years and the photon detection 
efficiency (a few percent), one can measure the 
lower limit of the laboratory life-time of neutrinos 
and hence, knovving the neutrino beam momentum 
distribution, the lower limit of the proper neutrino 
lifEtime as a function of the neutrino rest mass m 
...LV1 analysis of CERN Gargamelle chamber1 71 and 
ANL 12-foot bubble chamber 181 experiments, in 
which very few, it any, pairs were observed, gives 
the follovving results {the centre of mass lifetime 
is in seconds, the neutrino mass in eV, the indices 
v

11 
, v 

11 
, i7 e refer only to the phenomenological 

description of the beam used in the experiment): 
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-3 
rv > 7· 10 m 
r Y > 5 •10 - 2m v 

11 -3 
r > 6 ·10 m 
v/1 

(GargamEile) 

(ANL). 

An experiment with reactor antineutrinos 191 

makes use of a large (1400 litres) scintillator as 
a detector of photons (with energy in the 0.1 -
0.5 MeV range) emitted in reaction (2). The result 
is: 

r- > 600 m (Reactor). 
ve 

The question about the neutrino being unstable 
(and not necessarily according to reaction (2)) was 
discussed theoretically in various occasions /10-13( 
in particular, as a possible solution of the so-called 
"solar neutrino puzzle" 1131 (see below). Now it is 
convenient to run a little ahead. If more definite 
assumptions are made, i.e., that there are only two 
types of neutrinos and that neutrino oscillations 
vet v 11 

1141 
do take place, the phenomenological 

reaction (2) must be written in the form 

v1-->v2+y (3) 

where v1 and v 2 are the particles with definite 
masses required by neutrino mixing, the v 1 mass 
m1 being larger than the v2 mass m 

2 
• In such a 

case the width of process (3) can be calculated 
exactly115/ according to the neutrino mixing theory. 
In the simple case, where m1 >>m

2
, it is given by 

the expression 

( .L) 9 a2 5 . 2 2 m
2 

2 
r v1->v2+y -w 12s7am1sm ecos ec;t-J. (4) 

w 

where m 11' mw are, respectively, the muon and the 
charged intermediate boson masses, e is the mixing 

angle, G is the Fermi constant. From the above 
expression it is seen that the lifetime in the lab. 
system of neutrino having any momentum of practi
cal interest is much larger than the age of the 
Universe. 

III. LEPTON MIXING WITH TWO TYPES 
OF NEUTRINOS 

1. Introduction 

Hereafter neutral leptons with masses, say, 
smaller than the electron mass, will be called neu
trinos, whereas other hypothetical neutral leptons 
will be simply called heavy neutral leptons. 

In some way the idea that leptons may mix has 
been present in the mind of experirnentators for 
a long time, I would say, since they started to look 
into the question about the possibility of the 11--> ey 

decay ( 194 7) and later on of neutrino oscillations 
(1957). Lepton mixing, independently of considera
tions about analogies between lepton and quarks, 
was introduced in ref. I 161 in order to describe 
quantitatively the hypothetical phenomenon of neu
trino osc illations1171 : in this theory the particles 
described by stationary states are neutrinos 
Majorana.. 

A formulation of lepton mixing and hadron mixing 
with 4 leptons and 4 hadrons was given in reff10/ 
at about the same time as, and independently of, 
the introduction of hadron mixing a la Gell-Mann
Levy-Cabibbo/18,19/. In ref/ 12 ·141 the analogy between 
leptons and quarks, more specifically the idea that 
for leptons there should exist a mixing mechanism 
with the magical qualities of the well-known GIM 
mechanism for quarks1201 was the strongest moti
vation for the introduction of lepton mixing. Such 
a mixinf implies the existence of neutrino · oscillati
ons114·2 !work on this hypothetical phenomenon has 
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been closely connected with the unified theory of 
the weak and electromagnetic interactions of Wein
berg and Salam. 

2. Lepton Mixing: Two Nternatives 

It is assumed that the ve and v /1- field operators 
in expression (1) are orthogonal superpositions of 
fields of neutrinos with definite and finite masses 
m 1 and m 2 (m 1 .J, m2), There are two possibilities, 
1) Alternative M (!Vhjorana): 

ve xx 1 cos(J + x
2

sin(J 

v =-x
1
sin(J+x cos() 

/1- 2 (5) 

where X1 and x2 are the fields of Majorana neutri
nos m 1 and m , and () is the mixing angle, Such 
a scheme 116~ is attractive in its "economy": there 
are in all four neutrino states, those which are 
well known, According to this scheme, however, neu
trinos occupy a special position among fundamental 
fermions, the analogy between leptons and quarks 
being destroyed, The scheme implies the nonconser
vation of Le and L/1- and the existence of all the 
processes listed in the first column of Table I, Making 
use of a different definition 1221 of the lepton number, 
one can describe this scheme as one in which there 
is only one lepton number, having opposite signs for 
e- and 11-- , not exactly conserved, 
2) Nternative D (Dirac): 

ve "'v 1cos(J + v
2 

sin(;l 

v fl = -v
1 

sin() + v 
2 

cos() , (6) 

where v1 and v 2 are the fields of Dirac neutrinos 
with masses m 1 and m2 (note that for the neutrino 
masses and the mixing angle () the same notations 
are used for Majorana and Dirac fields). 

Let us keep in mind the Cabibbo-Glashow-Illiopu
los-l\ll:l.iani quark mixing 

10 

d '"' d COS (1 c + S Sin (1 c 

S '= - d Sin () + S COS () 
c c 

(7) 

where () c is the Cabibbo an:¥Je. We see that in the 
scheme discussed now 112 

·
1 1 there is a full analogy 

between leptons and quarks: the number of leptons 
is equal to the number of quarks, the weak lepton 
and quark currents have the same form, both the 
lepton and the quark fields are mixed. From the 
point of view of quantum chromodynamics the main 
difference between leptons and quarks is that the 
latter are coloured. But the weak interaction is 
colour blind, so maybe it is natural to expect that 
lepton fields should mix as quark fields do, In this 
sense the alternative D is preferable to alternative 
M, although is less "econorriical" (there are 4 states 
for every type of neutrinos, just as for any other 
fundamental fermion), 

The main physical difference between schemes 
M and D is that in D neutrinoless double beta decay 
is obviously forbidden, whereas in M it has a finite 
probability (which, however, can be shown 1231 to 
be extremely small) • .J\s far as oscillations are con
cerned, they are a corollary of lepton mixing in 
both scheme M and D and are described by identi
cal expressions. 

In the theory D, L e and L/1- are not conserved, 
whereas the sum Le+Lfl is conserved. Clearly pro
cesses such as w-+ey , 11- .... 3e , fl+ N .... e + N. etc., 
are possible, although they are expected to have 
very small probabilities, for the same reason which 
accounts for the small probabilities of hadron pro
cesses due to neutral currents with a change of 
strangeness. In fact, both types of processes are 
induced by asymmetrical neutral currents, and their 
amplitudes are equal to zero in first order, because 
of cancellations due to orthogonal mixing (expres
sions (6) and (7)); the asymmetrical neutral current 
effects arise in higher order perturbation theory, 

11 



3. The Process 11 -> e y 

The probability of this process can be calculated 
on the basis of the renormalizable theory of Wein
berg and Salam. The main contribution is given by 

the diagrams of Fig. 1. ~l 

W -- -, ........ , ' 
- I_ - \ 

fl - Vn V2. e 
Fig. 1 

The correct expression for the 11 ->ey probability in 
the mixing scheme D was first obtained in ref. 1 15/ 

and was then confirmed by several authors1241
. For 

the ratio R 
11

_, ey between the probability of the J1-> e y 

decay and the probability of the ll+_,e++ve +v decay the 
following expression holds 11 

R 3 a m21 - m2 T --- 2 . 2 J1-> ey 32 " ( ~-- sm ecos2e, 
w 

(B) 

where M wis the W -boson mass ( Mw ~ 37 Gev'). Even 
if one tries hard to make R11 _, ey as large as possible, 
for example, if one takes for m1 and m.2 the measured 
upper limits of the v

11 
and ve masses \0.65 MeV 1251 

and 35 eV 1261, respectively) and assumes maximum 
mixing, one gets 

R < 10-26 
J1->ey- ' (9) 

which is by 18 orders of magnitude smaller than the 
experimental upper limit (Table 1). In fact, one should 
use for Jm~ -nt;l the upper limit ::; 1 (ev)2 , wi'ich is 
obtained by analysing experimental data in terms of 
neutrino oscillations, and then one gets a limit for 
R 11 ... ey smaller than the value (9) by many orders 
of magnitude. The reason why R 11 ... ey is unmeasur
ably small (just as are the relative probabilities of 

12 

similar processes like 11-> 3 e , etc.), in spite of 
lepton mixing, is that in the process amplitudes there 
appears a factor Jm;-m~J/M~ , wnch is extremely 
small, if the masses of the neutral leptons are small. 
One could say that although the very no
tion of lepton numbers is lost when neutrino mix
ing is introduced, nevertheless, an effective conser
vation of lepton numbers does take place because 
of the smallness of neutrino masses. We must keep 
in mind this lesson when we ask ourselves under 
which conditions, then, can the process 11 -> e y 
"become measurable" • .A.s far as there is mixing of 
neutrinos only, we see that lepton mixing can be 
tested experimentally only by studying neutrino 

oscillations. 

4. Neutrino Oscillations 

In agreement with existing data (Table I) it has 
been generally assumed that the electron and the 
muon lepton numbers are strictly conserved, Of 
course, if this is the case, neutrino oscillations 
cannot take place. Oscillations may arise if, in addi
tion to the usual weak interaction, an interaction 
which does not conserve lepton numbers is also 
taking place. In such a case the neutrino masses 
are different from zero, and as it was already men
tioned, the state vectors of the ordinary electron 
and muon neutrinos v e and v 

11 
are superpositions of 

the state vectors of nEUtrinos v 1 and v 2 with definite 
masses m 1 and m 

2 
• If a beam of, say, muon neutrinos 

is produced in a weak process, at a certain distance 
from the production place the beam will be a coherent 
superposition of v 

11 
and ve (that is there arise oscil-

\ lations v 11 <r-> ve ). 
Such a situation is analogous to the one we are 

familiar with in the · case of neutral kaon oscillations. 
Now we shall be laconic, as neutrino oscillations 

have been covered recently in ref. 1271 .In both sche-
mes M and D possible oscillations v e ~ v 

11 
, ; e -:_ "ii 11 
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are described by identical expressions, in which 
two parameters are present, the mixing angle e 
and the difference ~ "'I mi-m2

21 of the neutrino masses 
squared: 

I (R,p)z[l- .Lsin
2
2e (1-cos277 ~)]I 0 (R,p) (10) v £ 2 L ve 

£,. e,fl. 

I , (R,p)z[1..sin
2 

28(1-cos277B..)]I: (R,p). (11) 
ve 2 o '£' e £',. L e 

r.~ ' , e ,11 

Here Ivr (R ,p) ' Ive' (R,p) are the intensities of ve I 

ve' neufrinos, respectively, with momentum p at a 
distance R from a source of ve neutrinos, l~e (R,p) 
is the intensity of ve neutrinos which would be expect
ed in the absence of oscillations and 

L ,., --i!::_P _,. 477 P 

I m~-~1 M2 
(12) 

is the oscillation length (a useful formula for which 
p;MeV 

is Lx2.5 2 2meters). The observation of effects 
M /(eV) 

due to neutrino mixing (which we shall call also 
oscillation effects) includes one or both of the follow
ing two aspects: i) to observe the cosine term in 
the neutrino intensity and ii) to establish that either 
the constant term in formula (10) is different from 
1 or the constant term in formula ( 11) is different 
from zero. 

In order to observe the cosine term, one must 
require that it would not vanish on averaging over 
the distance from the neutrino source to the detec
tor (which means averaging over the source and 
detector dimensions and over the time of measure
ment, if the average distance source-detector is not 
constant) and over the neutrino spectrum (see for
mula (12)). In particular, a necessary (but not suffi-

14 

.. 

cient) condition for the observation of the cosine 
term in the neutrino intensity is that the neutrino 
source dimensions were smaller than the oscillation 
length and that the uncertainty in the time of neutri
no emission were smaller than the oscillation period. 

Further any oscillation effect might be observable 
only if 

L$ R. (13) 

From (12) and (13) one can see that a necessary 
Jbut not sufficient) condition for observing oscilla
tion effects is that 

2 2 m2 -m 1 I>-.. 477p/R. (14) 

An analysis in term of neutrino oscillations of re
actor and CERN experiments1 7 •281 which, inciden
tally, were not designed with the purpose to observe 
oscillations, shows that lm2c~l ~1 (eV)2(if the mixing 
is maximum). The ultimate sensitivities which can 
be expected according to (14) at various neutrino 
"facilities" are conditioned by the minimum value of 
4 77 P /R obtainable at each facility as follows : 

10-2(ev) 2 

10-3 (ev) 2 

1012(ev)2 

(reactor, meson factories, high 
energy accelerators) 

(cosmic neutrinos) 

(solar neutrinos) 

M reactor facilities there are three proposals 
to investigate oscillations: at the Moscow Kurchatov 
Institute of Momic Enerw6;1291, at the Grenoble 
Institute Laue-Lanf:evin1 1 and at the Irvine Univer
sity of California1 11 

An oscillation experiment is soon to be perform
ed at the Brookhaven accelerator132/. The originality 
of the proposal is that the 30 GeV proton accelera
tor will be used as a meson factory (at a proton 
energy of only - 800 MeV and at a beam intensity 
of -10 14 protons per second). 
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We would like to mention also the ref. 1331 in 
which it was proposed to place the neutrino detec
tor in Canada at a distance of- 1000 km from the 
Fermilab accelerator. Without doubt this type of 
experiment is not only of interest in connection 
with the oscillation problem, but also because it 
gives the possibility of measuring directly a distance 
between two points on the Earth separated by 
enormous quantities of matter *. 

At the underground Neutrino Observatory of the 
Institute for Nuclear Research of the Academy of 
Sciences, an experiment is being prepared 1341 in 
which there will be detected high energy muon 
neutrinos emitted by mesons, which are produced 
in collisions of cosmic ray protons with nitrogen 
and oxygen nuclei in the atmosphere. High energy 
muons produced by v 11 ' s interacting with nuclei in 
the Earth will be detected by 4 hodoscope plane 
systems (every one of which has an area of 
1500 m2 ) of organic scintillators. The scintillator 
systems are in coincidence, the logic giving infor
mation on the muon trajectory and also establishing 
whether the detected muon has come either from 
"above" or from "below' (in the last case it is 
produced by a muon neutrino impinging upon the 
Earth opposite face and passing through the Earth). 
The average neutrino momentum in such experiments 
is 5-10 GeV, and the distance from the neutrino 
source to the detector is R = 104 km for neutrinos 
coming from the Earth opposite face. Thus, the sensitivity 
of those experiments for testing neutrino mixing accord
ing to expressions (10) is intermediate between that 
of experiments wherein artificial (reactor, accelerator) 
neutrinos are used and that of the investigations 
wherein solar neutrinos are used. However, the 
statistical accuracy which can be attained 
(::; 100 events/year) is quite low. 

* See Note I at the end of the paper. 
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If I mi- ~I< 10-
3 

(ev'f the only hope to observe 
neutrino oscillations is the development of Solar 
neutrino astronomy1171 . The Brookhaven Solar neut
rino experiment will be discussed in a separate 
paragraph. 

In conclusion, it may be of interest to illustrate 
the fantastic sensitivity of oscillation experiments 
for testing the law of lepton number conservation 
on a simple example. Suppose e-rr/ 4 and I m~- m;l "" 

= 10-2 (ev)2 : whereas oscillation experiments proving 
the mixing hypothesis are perfectly feasible, the 
value of Rw-• ey expected from formula (8) is lQ-51 ! 

IV. LEPTON MIXING WHEN THERE ARE N>2 
NEUTRINO TYPES 

The mixing of N>2 neutrinos has been studied 
in refs/35 ,36,371 and here I shall only state the 
main results, 1) In neutrino experiments, let us say 
Solar neutrino experiments, th~ mEasured average 
intensity of electron neutrinos I ve may turn out to 
be considerably smaller than 1/2 of the intensity 
love expected in the absence of oscillations, the 
minimum value being (1/N)~9 and even less in cer
tain exotic schemes. 2) The expected Jl-> e y 

decay probability remains extremely small. 
A summary of various neutrino mixing schemes 

and types of oscillations in ve beams is presented 
in Table II. This Table was prepared for an invi
ted paper at the Tbilisi 1976 Conference but some
how it disappeared from the published version of 
the paper. In the Table (8 . \

1
. is the minimum ve ,ve 'In n -

value of the ::atio of the average intensity lve to 
the intensity 1° expected without neutrino mixing. 

Ve 
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' y. THE BROOKHAVEN SOLAR NEUTPINO 
EXPERllVIENT AND THE "SOLAR NEUTRINO 
PUZZLE" 

/38/ 0 

In ref. there are given the results of measure-
ments performed from April 1970 till February 1976 
with the aim of detecting solar neutrinos. The 37 Ar 
production rate by solar neutrinos in a huge detec
tor of C2 Cl4 , based on the reaction 139/ ve +37Cl -> 

... 
37

Ar+e- , was found to be (1.3+0.4) SNU (1 SNU = 
36 37 -

= 10· events/sec. Cl atom*), The expected rate, 
according to the standard solar model, is equal to 
(6+ 2) SNU (see ref/40/ and related reference there
i~).This "deficiency" is called in the literature the "solar 
neutrino puzzle".If there are oscillations, the solar neut
rino signal should be suppressed, because a fraction of 
neutrinos (the v 11 fraction in the case of two neutrino 
types) is sterile I1 7(If L(p)<<R.the oscillating term in 
( 10) vanishes on averaging, so that the observed 
intensity Iv may be found in the interval from 
l/21°(0'·'7r/4)eto 1° ( 0=0, no mixing). If the number 
of neutrino types is N ~ 2 , the averaged intensity 
may be found in the interval from 1/NI~ to I~ 
and in some exotic schemes even from e (112N)I0 e 

( v e to I~ see Table II). 
Even in the case of only two types of neutrinos 

the observed signal from solar neutrinos may be 
considerably smaller than the expected one, if the 
oscillation length is about equal to the Sun-Earth 
distance. The cosine term in (10) may then survive 
after averaging over the momentum of neutrinos, so 
that we have another possibility 1161 of getting quite 
a low neutrino signal (this possibility, of course, is 
rather accidental). 

Thus, there is nothing surprising if the solar 
neutrino signal turns out to be definitely smaller 
than the expected one, the only requirement being 
that the mixing angle should not be small. 

*see Note II at the end of the paper. 
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If really the solar neutrino flux is definitely 
smaller than the calculated one and if the related 
calculations are reliable, the solution of the "puzzle" 
in terms of lepton mixing seems to be much more 
natural than any other solution put forward until 
now. 1.\IB.ny such suggestions are listed in ref. 1401 

where one may find the corresponding references. 
They include the assumption that neutrino decay 
on their way from the Sun to the Earth and the 
following exotic astrophysical suggestions: the Sun 
energy is not generated in thermo-nuclear reactions; 
there is a black hole inside the Sun; the Sun is not 
in a state of equilibrium and its apparent luminosity, 
due to the very slow process of diffusion of photons 
from the central part to the surface, is much higher 
than its "internal luminosity", about which informa
tion is almost instantaneously obtained in neutrino 
experiments; the Sun in the past has substantially 
increased its mass from outside, so that its internal 
and external regions have an entirely different com
position, a circumstance which would make quite 
wrong the result of calculations based on homoge
neous models, etc. 

Thus, if we really believe that there is a solar 
neutrino deficiency, we have in our hands an expla
nation reasonable, not exotic, attractive from the point 
of view of today elementary particle physics, and 
explanation which was not invited "ad hoc" to solve 
the "solar neutrino puzzle": lepton mixing. 

Let us note in conclusion that the solution of 
the "solar neutrino puzzle" in terms of lepton mixing 
would imply for the simplest case of two neutrino 
types that: 1) the neutrino mixing is substantial 
( e is not far away from rr/ 4 ); 2) the oscillation 
length is smaller than the Sun-Earth distance, from 
which it follows that Jm1-m~l ~ 1o- 1 ~v 21411 . 
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VI. HEAVY LEPTON MIXING 

1. The p.--> e y Decay in a Special Model 

In the sections 1-4 of the present paragraph 
only the Dubna work is reported • .As already stated 
in the Introduction, an inspection of formula (8), 
valid when only neutrinos are mixedl15(suggested 
that processes of the type p.--> e y , p. .... 3 e , etc., 
might well be observable if there exist heavy lep
tons and if there is lepton mixing. As an example 
let us consider the* scheme 1 4~ 1 in which together 
with the left-handed doublets 

( ve ) 
e L 

( v ll )L 
ll 

[ ve , v 
11 

are given by expressions (6)]. there are 
right-handed doublets 

Ne 
( e )R 

Nil ) 
( R 

ll 

Here 

Ne~N 1 cose'.+ N2 sinO', 

N 11 ~-N 1sin8' + N
2

cose', 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

where N1 and N2 are the field operators of heavy 
leptons with masses M 1 , M2 (M 1, M 2 > Mk ) and e ' is 
the mixing angle. 

*At present there have been published many mo
dels with heavy leptons and mixing according to 
which the probability of the p.--> ey decay and similar 
processes turns out to be "large" (the literature is 
presented in the last Section). It is interesting that 
an identical model, the one which is exposed here, 
has been considered in the first two papers 142,43/, 
published at the same time and independently in 
different continents. 
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In addition to the diagrams for the J1.-> e y decay 
of Fig. 1, there arise new diagrams (Fig. 2), the 
contribution of which is dominant 

w _J!, 
., ' 

/ " .____l__ - ~ \ -
~ ~-----~-

11 NhN2. e 
Fig. 2 

For the ratio R we have 
p.->e~ 2 

R = _!_ .!!.. ( M 1-M2 )2 sin2 () , cos2 () , . 
Jl.->ey 32 rr M2 

w 
(18) 

In Table III values of Rp.-+ey for () '=rr/4 are tabulated. 

1 Mi -M~ \
112 

(GeV) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Table III 

RJl.-> ey 

4.2· 10-12 

6.7·10-11 

3.4· 10-10 

1.1· 10-9 

This Table is an illustration of the general state
ment which can be made by considering various 
models with lepton mixing: if there exist neutral lep
tons with masses of a few GeV and if their fields 
are mixed, the J1. -> e y decay probability may be re
latively close to its measured upper limit (see 
Table I)'. At present I am aware of work at SIN, 
TRIUMPH and LAl\IIPF with Nal scintillators, in which 
the decay p.->e y mi~ht be observed if R J1. _, ey > 10-

10 

The facility ARES 44; mentioned in the Introduction, 
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is a cylindrical magnetic spectrometer with propor
tional chambers (16 000 wires) and should be ca
pable of revealing the Jl.-> ey decay if RJl. _, ey ~ 10-

11
. 

Incidentally ARES is a rather universal facility and 
with its help it is possible to investigate the J1.-> 3 e . 

+ 
J1.- + N -> e- + .. . , p.- + N ->e + .. . processes as well • 

2. Parity Nonconservation in Heavy Atoms 

Let us note the vector character of the neutral 
current of charged leptons in a theory with left
handed and right-handed doublets (15) and (16). The 
hadron neutral current, on the other hand, has 
a vector as well as an axial component. Thus, in 
the model considered, P odd effects should be 
strongly suppressed in heavy atoms145,1 although the 
weak interaction of charged leptons and hadrons 
does violate parity. 

3. The J1. -.3e Decay 

In the scheme with doublets (15, 16) the decay 
J1. _, 3e was investigated theoretically1461 and the 

ratio Rp.->3e of the probability of such decay to that 
of the J1. +-+ e+ ve i/ 11: decay was calculated. The re
sults are given in Table IV, where it was assumed 
that O'•rr/4 , Mw = 60 GeV, sin2 0-w=1/3 and M2»M 1 . 

Table IV 

M2 (GeV) Rp.-.ae R tJ.-> 3e /R tJ.-+ ey 

2 1.5· 1o-10 2.2 

3 5.8· 10-10 1.7 

4 1.2- 10-
9 

1.7 

Note that the experimental upper limit 151 

(R Jl.-> ae ~xp.~ 1.9x10-
9 

. 

is: 
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4. Neutrino Oscillations and the tJ.-+ ey Decay 

Below we discuss the relation between the 
phenomena of neutrino oscillations and of the fJ.-+ey 

decay 1 42/The observation of such effects would 
show that lepton mixing takes place indeed. In such 
a general sense the observation of either of these 
phenomena would make the existence of the other 
more likely , in particular, the neutrino masses would 
be probably finite. Apart from this general connec
tion, it should be emphasized, however, that neut
rino oscillations and processes as the fJ.-+ e y decay, 
etc., might well be entirely unconnected. 

First, one can think of the case in which neut
rino oscillations might be observable, but the pro
cess fJ. -+ e y is in fact unobservable; this is just 
the situation when in Nature the only neutral lep
tons are neutrinos. 

Second, one can imagine a situation in which 
the fJ.-+ e y decay is perfectly observable (let us say 
that there are heavy neutral leptons of sufficiently 
large masses) but neutrino oscillations are unob
servable, for example, because of a small mixing 
angle and/or a small difference of the neutrino mas
ses. 

Third, one can imagine a state of affairs, in 
which, the fJ.-+ ey decay probability is relatively high 
(for example, because there exist heavy charged 
leptons, and symmetrical neutral currents are pre
sent in the Hamiltonian), but neutrino oscillations 
may be completely absent (not only unobservable 
in practice), since the tJ.-+ ey process has no rela
tion whatever to the oscillations, 

5, Recent Literature on Nonconservation 
of the Muon Number 

The papers known to me in which there were 
obtained "large" theoretical probabilities of proces-
ses like fJ. -+ey , fJ. -+3e , fl- + N -+e-+... , K -+ fJ. e 17 

etc., are classified roughly in a few groups, the 
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papers being quoted within a group in a more or 
less accidental order. 

I. Schemes where new particles are not 
needed: refs/47 ·481 . 

II. Schemes where heavy leptons are introduced, 
a) Neutral heavy leptons: refs, 142,43,45,46,49-651 
b) Singly charged heavy leptons: 

I 49.57,64.66-701 refs. 
c{ Doubly charged heavy leptons: 

refs, /57,7 ,72/. 

III. Schemes where supplementary scalar par
ticles are introduced, first of all Higgs particles: 
refs, /73,74.69/. 

IV. Schemes where supplementary intermediate 
bos ons are introduced: refs. 17 5 • 76l 

VII. FINAL REMARKS 

As it became clear in the two last years, 
strict conservation of lepton numbers would arise 
in modern theory in a rather artificial way, whereas 
lepton mixing is natural, Quark-lepton analogies 
make it aesthetically attractive, In a theory with 
neutrino mixing, neutrino masses are not equal to 
zero and neutrinos have no special place among 
fundamental fermions. The apparent existence of lep
ton number conservation simply reflects the small
ness of neutrino masses. In this case the fact that 
no one process has been found yet in which lep
ton number conservation is violated, therefore, is 
not an argument against lepton mixing. The main 
consequences of lepton mixing, neutrino oscillations 
and processes like fJ. -+ e y. etc., should, of course, 
be searched for even at levels only slightly better 
than existing experi'Ylental levels. In fact, there has 
been already an explosion of work, theoretical and 
experimental, on processes like fJ. .... ey, etc., and 
neutrino oscillations. Let us wait and see whether 
we are confronted or not with a classical example 
of "Much ado about nothing". 
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Fortunately, it is easy to see how lepton mi-
xing might be proved: one must "simply" observe 
neutrino oscillations and/or a process like 11-+ey, 
etc. On the contrary, unfortunately and as always, 
to exclude the ·existence of lepton mixing would be 
very difficult indeed. 

In conclusion I wish to thank S.M.Bilenky and 
S.T.Petcov for their great help and advice during 
the preparation of the present paper. 

Note I. At the Neutrino '77 Conference (USSR) 
at impro".'"Bd version of a similar proposal came 
to my attention~ a neutrino Cherenkov H 2 0 detector, 
having a mass of a few million tons, would be loca
ted at a distance of several thousand kilometers 
from the Batavia accelerator in the Ocean at 
a depth of a few thousand meters (University of 
Washington and Western Washington State College 
Proposal 561, P.Kotzer, S.Nedermayer). 

Note II. The 1977 Brookhaven neutrino solar expe
riment runs reported by Prof. Rowley at the Neut
rino'??· Conference, leave the situation essentially 
unchanged. 
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